
The box contains a details a instruction booklet
and all necessary parts for product



1.The picture of the package is the finished， please refer to it
2.Please prepare tools:ruler, knife, needle,scissors,tweezers etc
3.Please follow the template to cut for avoid material loss. 
4.Please understand for various batches of materials have a small deviation
5.Parents must accompany the children to assemble the DIY doll house
6.If you find the wood crude,please use the sandpaper to make it better
7.Refer to the following picture to test the lamp whether can work normally
8.Refer to the following steps to connect the batteries with the battery box
9.Refer to the following steps to put button battery into the power supply device

NOTE

Electronic switch installation method

1.need 2 same long power wires to connect the
 extension wire 2.To strip the rubber 1cm from one side of 

 the power wire

3.connect the light wire  with the power wire 4.use the gummed paper to wrap the two wires

Adhesive tape

Strip 1CM rubber

wire

LED light

Battery box installation method

The big pin of the bracket is positive



Materials A

Scale:(1:9)
A01 panel (white)
0.5X23.3X27.3(1pc)

Scale :(1:8)
A02 panel (edge white)
0.5X17.5X18.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:5)
A03 panel (white)
0.5X9.5X16.3(1pc)

Scale:(1:4)
A04 panel (white)
0.5X7.9X8.8 (1pc)

Scale:(1:4)
A05 panel (edge white)
0.5X7.9X8(1pc)

Scale:(1:4)
A06 panel (edge black)
0.5X7.5X8.4(1 pc)

Scale :(1:6)
A07 panel (wood)
0.5X218.5(2 pcs)

unit :cm

Scale:(1:3)
A14 wooden (black)
0.5x4.8x7.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
A13 wooden (white)
0.5X2.8X3.2(1pc)

Scale:(1:3)
A12 wooden (white)
0.5X4.2X7.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
A11 wooden (black)
0.5X4X6.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
A10 wooden (black)
0.5X1.5X5.2(1 pc)

Scale:(1:6)
A09 wooden (black)
0.5X1.5X5.2(1 pc)

Scale:(1:6)
A08 wooden (black)
0.5X3X18(1pc)

Scale :(1:3)
A15 wooden (black)
0.5X7.9X8(1 pc)

Scale:(1:3)
A16 wooden (black)
0.5X7.5X8(1 pc)

Scale :(1:3)
A17 wooden (black)
0.3 X2X8.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:4)
A18 wooden (black)
0.3X2X14.3(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A21 wooden (white)
0.3x0,3x14.3(1 pc)

Scale :(1:2)
A22 wooden (black)
0.3X2X7.2(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
A23 wooden (black)
0.3x2x8.4(1pc) Scale:(1:2)

A24 wooden (black)
0.3X2X10.5(1 pc)

Scale :(1:2)
A25 wooden (black)
0.3X2X6.6(1 pc) 

Scale:(1:2)
A29 wooden (white)
0.3X0.3X9( 1pc)

Scale :(1:1)
A30 wooden (white)
0.3X0.3X11.6(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A27 wooden (white)
0.3X0.3X7(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A28 wooden (white)
0.3X0.3X8(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A26 wooden (white)
0.3X1.8X4.9(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A19 wooden (white)
0.3x0.3x3.8(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A20 wooden (white)
0.3X0.3X8.2(1 pc)



Materials A/B/C

Scale:(1:2)
A31wooden (wood)
0.2X2.2X5.1( 1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
A32 wooden (wood)
0.2X4.7X5.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
A33 wooden (wood)
0.2X2.2X4.7(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:3)
A34 wooden (white)
0.3X8.35X9.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
A35 wooden (yellow)
0.2x0.8X3(6 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
A36 wooden (yellow)
0.2X2.3X3(1 pc)

Unit:cm

Scale:(1:2)
B01 wooden (white)
0.2X1.6X4.3(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B08 wooden (white)
0.2X1.3X1.8(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B07 wooden (white)
0.2X1.2X1.8(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B06 wooden (white)
0.2x0.2x2.7(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B05 wooden (white)
0.2X1.5X1.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B04 wooden (white)
0.2X2.2X2.5 (2pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
B03 wooden (yellow)
0.2X8.5X4.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B02 wooden (white)
0,2X1X1.3(2 pcs)

Scale(1:1)
B09 wooden (white)
0.2X1.8X2.2(1 pc)

Scale(1:1)
B10 wooden (white)
0.2X1.8X2(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B11 wooden (white)
0.2x2x2(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
B12 wooden (white)
0.3x0.3x2.4(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B13 wooden (wood)
0.5x3.6x5.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B14 wooden (wood)
0.2x5.5x6.3(1pc)

Scale(1:1)
B15 wooden (wood)
0.2X1X6.3(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
B22 wooden (wood)
0.5X2X6.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B21 wooden (wood)
0.5X2.5X6.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B20 wooden (white)
0.2X2.5X3.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B19 wooden (light brown)
0.2x2.2X2.2(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
B18 wooden (light brown)
0.5X0.5X5.5(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
B17 wooden (wood)
0.2x5.2x6( 1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
B16 wooden (wood)
0.2X1X5.1(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B23 wooden (wood)
0.5X2.2X2.5(2pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
B24 wooden (wood)
0.5X2X2.1(3 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
B25 wooden (wood)
0.5X2X2(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
B26 wooden (wood)
0.2x3x4.5(1 pc)

Scale(1:2)
B27 wooden( black)
0.2x1.2x4.5(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
B28 wooden (black)
0.2x1.2x2.6(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
C01wooden (white)
0.2x1.1x6(2pcs)



Materials C/D  

Scale:(1:2)
C02 wooden (white)
0.2x1.1x5.6(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C03 wooden (white)
0.2x1.1x1.1(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C10 wooden (white)
0.2X1.7X2.5(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C11 wooden (dark gray)
0.2X1.4X1.6(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C12 wooden (white)
0.2X1.3X1.8(4 pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
C13 wooden (white)
0.2x1.4x7.2(1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
 C14 wooden (white)
0.2X4.5X7.2(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C15 wooden (white)
0.2X1.4X3.7(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C16 wooden (white)
0.2x2x3.7(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C04 wooden (white)
0.2X1.1X1.86(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C05 wooden (white)
0.2X0.62x1.86(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C06 wooden (black)
0.2x2X3(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C07 wooden (black)
0.2X0.5X1.2(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
C09 wooden (light gray)
0.2X2X4.5(1pc)

Unit:cm

Scale:(1:1)
C23 wooden (white)
0.2X2.3X3.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C22 wooden (white)
0.2x1.4x1.6(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C21 wooden (white)
0.2X1.4X1.6(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C20 wooden (white)
0.2X1.4X4.1(2pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C19 wooden (white)
0.2X1.4X1.7 (1 pc)

Scale:(1:5)
D01 dust cover (transparent)
0.15X2X17(1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C29 wooden (yellow)
0.2X1.2X1.6 (1 pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C28 wooden (white)
0.2X2.3X2.8(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
D07 dust cover(transparent)
0.15X1.4X7.8(1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
D08 dust cover(transparent)
0.15x1.4x6.9(2 pcs)Scale:(1:3)

D06 dust cover (transparent)
0.15x6.5x7(1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
D05 dust cover(transparent)
0.15 X2.3X3.8(1pc)

Scale:(1:2)
D04 dust cover(transparent)
0.15x4.1x7(1 pc)

Scale:(1:2)
D03 dust cover (transparent)
0.15X3.8X6.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:5)
D02 dust cover(transparent)
0.15x2.25x17(2 pcs)

Scale:(1:1)
C24 wooden (white)
0.2x2.3x2.5 (2pcs)

Scale:(1:2)
C25 wooden (white)
0.2x2.8X7.1(1 pc)

Scale:(1:3)
C26 wooden (white)
0.2X2.5X7.5(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B27 wooden (white)
0.2X2.3X2.8(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C18 wooden (white)
0.2x1.6X3.3(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
C17 wooden (white)
0.2X1.6X4.3(1pc)

Scale:(1:1)
B08 wooden (black)
0.2x0.8x1.3(1pc)



Materials E/F

E01 print paper (colorful)

E02 glue (white)
(1pc)

E03 battery case (black)
(1pc)

E04 movement(sliver)
(1pc)

E05 sandpaper(brown)
4X5(1 pc)

E06 Wood grain paper
(white)
3x5(1pc)

E07 led light (white)
(5 pcs)

E08 line(white)
long 100 (2 pcs)

E09 cotton(white)
(some)

Unit:cm

E18 paper (green)
8x9(1pc)

E17 card paper (white)
10X14(1pc)

E16 Bubble cloth(white)
8X9(1 pc)

E15 net cloth (yellow)
6X6 (1pc)

E14 non-woven (white)
9X11(1pc)

E13 cloth(Dark brown)
14X20(1pc)

E12 cloth(white)
5X8(1pc)

E11 cloth(yellow)
7X9(1pc)

E10 cloth(white)
10X10(1pc)

E19 paper(red)
2x3(1pc)

E20 paper(yellow)
2X3(1pc)

E21sliver paper(sliver)
2x3(1pc)

E22sliver(sliver)
2x2(1pc)

E23 dust cover
(transparent)
7X9(1pc)

E24 wire(green)
long 100 (2pcs)

E25 wire(sliver)
long 5 (1pc)

E26 wire (gold)
long 12 (1pc)

E27 wire (black)
long8 (1pc)

E36 coffee cup
(white)
(1pc)

E35 Piano(brown)
(1pc)

E34 tree (green)
(1pc)

E33 leaf (green)
(Half)

F08 Frosted beads
(transparent)
(1pc)

F07 sliver(sliver)
(1pc)

F06Large flower pot
(brown)
(1pc)

F17 receptacle(gold)
(5pcs)

F16 small receptacle(gold)
(7 pcs)

F15 receptacle (gold)
(2pcs)

F14 Flat beads(white)
(3pcs)

F13Pearl(white)
(4pcs)F12 long bead(gold)

(21pcs)

F05 (small flower pot)
(brown)
(2pcs)

F04 flower pot
(wood)
(4pcs)

E32Lace(white)
long 2 (1pc)

F03 flower pot 
(light brown)
(1pc)

F02 small flower pot 
(white)
(1pc)

F11Cup-shaped silver beads
(sliver)
(3pcs)

F10 Cylindrical beads
(white)
(1pc)

F09Long plastic beads
(white)
(4pcs)

F01 round Wood circle
(white)
(2pcs)

E37 Simulation grass
8X9(1pc)

E28 Bead chain
(gold)
long 1:1

E29 rope(gray)
long 35
（1pc)

E30 Paper rope
(coffee color)
long 4 (1pc)

E31Ribbon(gold)
long 5(1pc)



Materials F
Unit :cm

F18 small receptacle
(gold)
(1pc)

F19 Cup silver beads
(sliver)
(1pc)

F20 corn (sliver)
(2pcs)

F21 wooden bead (red )
(6 pcs)

F22conch(white)
(1pc)

F23 sliver bead
(sliver)
(1pc)

F27 Sliver bead（sliver)
(1pc)

F28Mushroom nail(gold)
(1pc)

F29 round beads(gold)
(1pc)

F30 flower shape bead
 (gold)
(1pc)

F31 flower (gold)
(1pc)

F32 Flower(purple)
(3pcs)

F33Cake soft stick
(pink)
(1pc)

F34Orange (orange)
long 1 (1pc)

F24 long bead (white)
(7 pcs)

F25 small bead (black)
(2pcs)

F26 Silver cover(sliver)
(1pc)

Furniture
Complete the table lamp

table light cloth template

table light cloth template

floor lamp cloth template

floor lamp cloth template

complete the floor lamp

cut E13 as template

Complete the wall lamp

cut F08 of little

Complete the kitchen lamp

use E13 warp B19

floor lamp
 film template

use E10 wrap paste B05

cutting E10 as template

table light 
film template

Paste B18/F03
cutting E23 as template ,
and paste in one B19

paste B06 /f02
cut E23 as template ,
and paste in B05

Complete the books

(10pcs) paste F13 into B20 (2pcs) (2pcs)

book

paste F14 into F01

Book basket
 template

cut E15 as book 
basket template

paste F12 into B20

Complete the computer table /book basketComplete the living
 room lamp

computer

table lamp



Complete the chair

chair cloth 
back template

chair cloth 
back template

cut E14 as chair template

B09 wrap

use E10 wrap B09/B10

Complete the pillow 
Complete the bed

pillow cloth
 template

cut E10 as template

paste E14 into B09/B10 (back)

(front）

Chair cushion
 template1

Chair cushion
 template2

Chair back
 template1

Chair back
 template2

cut E10 as chair template

(front)

pillow

mattress

(front)

complete pillow (2pcs)

complete the cushion
 (3pcs)
cut E12 as pillow template
 3pcs,and refer to making 
pillow step to make cushion 3 p

filling cotton and Apply 
dye then paste it

As shown 

B17 back

(back)
(front)

Apply glue on dotted lines,
and fold paste

fold

mattress no-woven 
tempalte

cut E14 as template

Overlay



As shown cut the paper and paste
into the E17 ,
and according step to cut 

Complete the carpet

one book

Complete the Yellow flowerpot/potted plant

cut F18 refer to E001-19

cut F20 refer to E01-19

(8pcs)

use E24 through E01-21 paste and bending the leaf
(8pcs)

Living room potted plants

E24 (2cm/2pcs)

E24 (3cm/2pcs)

E24 (3.5cm/1pcs)

E24 (4.5cm/3pcs)
E24 (3.5cm/3pcs)

E24 (2.3cm/3pcs)

use E24 through E01-36 paste and bending the leaf
(6pcs)

(6pcs)
(2pcs)

Complete the Leisure stools/leisure chairs

as scale:1:1 bending

Complete the watering pot / shovel / flower stand

paste each
(6pcs)

E24
(6pcs)

(12 pcs)

fold E18

fold E18

cut E01-37 as E18 and the E18 dotted and folded

E24(3.5cm/1pc)
E24(4cm/1pc)

E24(4.5cm/1pc)
E24(5cm/1pc)

E24(5cm/1pc)
Complete the Living room Potted /
 leisure Potted / Red Potted

fold

fold E01-27 and paste then fold as shown

Complete the Purple pot / red pot / second floor garden pot

cut E18 as E01-17

cut F18 as E01-18

(2pcs)

E24(4.5cm/3pcs)

E24(3.5cm/3pcs)

E24(2.5cm/2pcs)E24(4.5cm/3pcs)

E24(3cm/3pcs)

E24(2cm/2pcs)

(8 pcs)

use E24 through E01-30 paste 
and bending the leaf
(8pcs)

use E24 through E01-21 paste and bending the leaf
(8pcs)

(8pcs) (second floor garden pot)

Complete the pot



(back)

use E01-24 wrap B26 (5 pcs)

(2pcs)

Complete the tea table

front (3pcs)use E13 wrap B24

B24
back

Complete the Round sofa

Round sofa 
template

as round sofa template to cut E14

Round seat 
template

as round seat template to cut E10

paste B25 and then paste E14

paste E10 into B25 and 
use E29 wrap B25

Complete the TV cabinet Complete wine glasses/fruit/Bow tie

(6pcs)(2pcs)

Cut E31 of 4cm then as shown bend

bend E31 and paste it

Complete the Ribbon bow

paste pillow

pillow

front(2pcs)
front 

B23 
(back)

use E13 wrap B23

use E13 wrap B21

B21(back)

as shown

paste B23paste B24 into B22paste B21into B22

use E13 wrap B22

B22(back)

frontas shown 

B21 (back)

as shown
paste E14 into B21/B24 cut E13 as sofa template

sofa template sofa template

Sofa
 armrest 
template

Sofa
 armrest 
template

Sofa
 armrest 
template

Complete the sofa

Sofa seat 
template Sofa seat 

template
Sofa seat 
template

Sofa back template

cut E14 as sofa template



Complete  fruit basket Complete the wine cabinet Complete the kitchen cabinet

cut E18 as shown

Fruit basket net
 cloth template

wrap

Wok handrail template

Cut E21 as template, then cut 1pc 1cm in E25,and wrap E25 paste F26

E27 (1.8cm/1pc)

E27(0.8cm/8pc) bend E27 as shown

(2pcs)

paste E27

Platform template

cut E21 as template

As shown paste E22 and fold E01-33

Wash basin 
template

as shown wash basin template
to cut E22/E01-33

fruit

knife

paste F27paste E27/F25paste E17/E21

E22
sink

Paste E01-34 coffee bag

pastry
cup

paste F34/fruit/knife

(2pcs)

paste E01-35

paste E26

according scale1:1
 to bending

Complete Dining table/dining chair

book

Complete the carpet

fruit Bow tie

cut E26 1pc bend 2cm then 
paste F28/F29/F30



As shown

paste E23 into A10/A11

E01-7 wrap A07 (2pcs) paste E01-1 into A01 As shown (back)

As shown (back)paste E01-6 into A06as show (front)paste E37 into A06

wrap

Embedded

Embedded

Embedded
Embedded

Embedded

Embedded

Embedded

FrontAs show wrap E01-8

Complete paper accessories 

As shownPaste E01-5 into A05paste A05 onto A04

paste E04 movement install

Complete the movement

paste A31/A32/A33

As template cut E23 

Second floor 
Garden Gate/
Film template

Second floor 
sm

all window tem
plate

Finish the door / window (2pcs)

Complete dust coverComplete dust coverComplete the stairs

(2pcs)



Complete paper accessories Complete the fram

Paste E01-4 into A03 As shown

A02
(Front)

As shown (front)paste E01-2 into A02 front (dotted line is the pasting edge)

Paste E01-3 into A02 back(dotted line is the pasting edge)

As shown (back) As shown paste A03/A05

As shown paste A07/A08/A09As shown paste A01/A02/A09



As shown paste A06/A10-A12/A14-A30

Finish the frame



Circuit diagram installation

Second floor garden wall light circuit diagram Second floor table lamp/floor light circuit diagram  Living room lights/kitchen light circuit diagram

Front circuit of the kitchenFirst front circuit The first floor side circuit diagram



Paste the furniture

As shown paste E01-9/computer table/loor lamp As show paste wall light As show paste E01-22/light /kitchen light As shown paste stairs

As shown paste second floor furniturePaste E01-10



Paste into Furniture

As shown paste F05/Furniture As shown paste movements

First floor side Paste kitchen furniture as shown First floor side

As shown paste first floor furniture



As the battery is installed Panorama

As shown , the stripping wire (negative electrode)
 is entangled together, and the stripping wire 
(positive electrode) is entangled together.

(Front view)

As shown in the battery box into
 the square hole

As shown E06 plastic wrap wire

Connect the (negative) wire to the battery 
case (negative) wire and twist the (positive) 
wire to the battery case (positive) wire.



Panorama K033 Dust cover procedure

K033 -G01
dust cover panel  white
0.5x28x24
(1pc) scale:1:14

K033-G02
dust cover transparent 
0.2x27.8x19
(2pcs)  scale:1:14

K033-G03
dust cover transparent
0,2x23.5x19
(2pcs) Scale:1:12

K033-G04
dust cover transparent
dust cover transparent
0.2x27.8x23.8
1(pc) scale:1:14

First step
paste G02,G03 as shown

Pay attention to thickness Pay attention to thickness

Second step
Paste G04 on top of dust cover

third step
Cover the dust cover to the G01 panel

Note that the panel has 0.1CM thickness

Figure with dust cover



6 928996 569339

Address:Room 413,Ke Hong Square Qiao Xing Road Pan Yu District GZ, China
Website: 
Tell:020-39967838

www.iiecreate.cn.alibaba.com
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